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About This Game

Dead Acres is a multiplayer survival farming game where you and your friends must grow crops and defend your home and
animals against hordes of zombies, evil humans, ghosts, and demons. Join with up to 4 of your friends to farm and fight for

survival in 8 different world locations - each with different types of enemies, new weapons, new vehicles,and different crops.
The game is still in early access, so some bugs in multiplayer and campaign modes are still present. Not all levels are currently

accessible.
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Title: Dead Acres
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Glowstick Entertainment
Publisher:
Glowstick Entertainment
Release Date: 24 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600, 2.4 GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 920 Quad-Core 2.8 GHz or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 8800/ ATI Radeon HD 2900XT

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires at least GTX 970 or AMD 290 equivalent or greater to use play in VR mode (coming later).
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If you are looking for a game that is a great time passer and very enjoyable, this is the game for you. It offers a wide variety of
fun and it doesn't get old. You get to play as a dank farmer that shoots up zombies at night with unlimited ammo, what more
could you ask? At the same time you are playing a farm simulator (dank simulator) which everyone can enjoy and you don't
have to wait like a month for food to grow like in the real world. It is a game very worth the 5 buckorinoes $$ and if you don't
buy it now you may have to pay more in the future when it is finished. Also saying that it is an early release, I was very surprised
how amazing the game was. People will say it is like Minecraft but don't listen to them. It's NOTHING like Minecraft at all, and
that was what made me unsure of buying it since I wasn't sure to believe them or not. But good game, looking forward to playing
it a lot in the future, and hope you feel the same about it as I do if you buy it.

Pros
- GUNS
- ZOMBIES
- FARMINGGGGGGGG
- BUILDING A SICK BASE WITH GUNS
- Only $5

Cons
- I bit hard to understand in the beginning, but very easy to catch on
- Kinda glitchy but not so much, just here and there (understanding that it is a early release though)
- Can make you rage quit sometimes. This is a simple yet very fun game :). My Review Is Currently In Early Access I May Or
Maynot Update It To Be Understandable And Neater)

Currently the game is just a 3D blocky farming sim with zombie combat.
A cross between a Towerdefense, FPS, Simulator, Which is extremely fun already but has the ability to become so much more.

As blocky pixel games go it looks really nice and has high quality texturing and such.

There is actually a story. If you play long enough the difficulty increases and you fight afew bosses and then you progress onto
the city. I had no idea there was actually a story and im pleasantly supprised.

Stuff that needs to be improved on:

You are only allowed to place 100 blocks and 100 crops making the whole experience very limited.

It would be really nice to be able to edit the terrain as it sometimes spawns with alot of dodgy holes making it so you cannot
make a neat farm,

The stuff that spawns in the shop at random each day can be really anoying, not being able to buy a generator for days. I
understand that stuff would be very hard to come by in an Apocalypse. But the thing is there is a direct cheat / work around for
this, If you have even 1 of the item you want more of in your inventory. If you sell it to the trader you can buy the item back but
you can buy as much as you want of it even though you only old them 1.

The ability to remind keys would be nice

Some weather would be nice, Like some occasional rain, possibly snow or storms.

It seems that there currently isn't away to remove flooring you have placed or undo hoe tilled land.
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There is currently quite afew bugs, afew i have come across are:

Turrets cannot damage "Spitter" zombies,

You can use the hammer to chop trees and remove stones, making the pickaxe and axe usless

If you build a wall or fence around animals they will actively try to escape and jump on the back of each other to get over the
wall or fence even though i have given them more than enough space to move around freely.. If you are looking for a game that
is a great time passer and very enjoyable, this is the game for you. It offers a wide variety of fun and it doesn't get old. You get
to play as a dank farmer that shoots up zombies at night with unlimited ammo, what more could you ask? At the same time you
are playing a farm simulator (dank simulator) which everyone can enjoy and you don't have to wait like a month for food to
grow like in the real world. It is a game very worth the 5 buckorinoes $$ and if you don't buy it now you may have to pay more
in the future when it is finished. Also saying that it is an early release, I was very surprised how amazing the game was. People
will say it is like Minecraft but don't listen to them. It's NOTHING like Minecraft at all, and that was what made me unsure of
buying it since I wasn't sure to believe them or not. But good game, looking forward to playing it a lot in the future, and hope
you feel the same about it as I do if you buy it.

Pros
- GUNS
- ZOMBIES
- FARMINGGGGGGGG
- BUILDING A SICK BASE WITH GUNS
- Only $5

Cons
- I bit hard to understand in the beginning, but very easy to catch on
- Kinda glitchy but not so much, just here and there (understanding that it is a early release though)
- Can make you rage quit sometimes. Well after trying a game of this I can say its a pretty nice game, it looks cute but it got a
fair bunch of stuff that you can play with, I like it and seeing how this is just the beginning makes me happy since it means its
mostly going to turn better, so long as the developer don't muck this up, too many have done so. Their are a few issues but
considering its just came out in Early Acccess I am hoping much is going to get corrected. Anyhow I recommend this game..
я прошел город а уровень Stone cold не открылась!!!!
ПОЧЕМУ????????
. it very fun i hope got more update on it im asking few my friend support it they say ok :3 i hope u can add break dirt n place it
back or something. Plants versus zombies in 3D!! An overall great game very fun and addicting. Needs a few balances to
weapons and towers. Got it for 2$ during the summer steam sale. I predict great things for this game.. Used to work, not that
fun. Updated a bunch!!!, now it's stuck on the title screen with a horrible not funny song playing... not worth the time to figure
out whats wrong. Farts, just farts.
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This game has great potential but, there are a few things that could make this gaming experience a whole lot more enjoyable.
Firstly the day should be twice as long for the players to perform the actions provided; mining rocks, chopping trees, placing
defenses and more. One more thing i think this game could benefit from is more rounds that slowly become more difficult so
the player has more time to adjust. Playing the game for myself I had these issues and it less fun then it could have been. This is
just my opinion but, it would be great if an update could become available.. Nothing too special. Fun to play and cheap. Thats
really it.. Decently fun. Basically, you're thrown into a small map, and you farm during the day to pay for defenses from the
zombies that come at night. Try to get it while it's on sale.. it's to easy and gets repetitive fast not vary fun only like 5 plants to
grow and you can only have a set amount of crops/animals. it's really good and funny game, but zombies should drop some items
and dev should add character level system. i'm gonna keep on eye on updates. its not bad. was good but they added plant limit,
days take way too long now its annoying.. it very fun i hope got more update on it im asking few my friend support it they say
ok :3 i hope u can add break dirt n place it back or something. Nothing too special. Fun to play and cheap. Thats really it.. Not
bad at all, fun little game.
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